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1) Impact Assessment Board Opinion 

(A) Context 

The revision of the Eco-design directive is part of a package of policy measures aimed at 
sustainable consumption and production and sustainable industrial policy. The current Eco-
design directive does not introduce directly binding requirements for energy using products, but 
does defîne conditions and criteria for setting such requirements, this is done through a 
comitology procédure for each individual product and there are several product-specific impact 
assessments and related décisions currently under préparation. The Eco-design directive is closely 
tinked to the Directive 92/75/EEC on labelling and standard product information on the 
consumption of energy and other resources by household appliances, which should be reviewed 
later this year. 

The first opinion of the IAB was issued on the LA submitted on 19 March 2008 ànd 
ecommended the IA report to be resubmitted1. 

B) Positive aspects 

Fhe IA provides a proportionate level of analysis. It is also cohérent with the IA report on 
Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan. The IA 
Uso provides a wide range of examples of products where improvements can be made. 

C) Main recommendations for improvements 

Seneral recommendation: the IAB recommendations from the previous opinion hâve been 
•eflected in the revised version of the IA to a limited degree only. While a number of 
nethodological issues and potential product coverage hâve to some estent been clarified, 
he IA does not assess whether the carrent framework, set up for energy using products, is 
ippropriate for accommodating non-energy using products and whether its extension can 
irovide vaine added. Potential overlaps with existing législation hâve only been analysed 
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for cars, which are already excluded from the scope of the directive. Finally, the IA ai alysis 
of the potential benefits of applying the directive to certain products still raises some 
questions. 

Spécifie recommendations: 
(1) The IA needs to assess whether the current framework is also suitable for setting 
implementing measures for non-energy using products. The IA bas been complementei by a 
more detailed description of the conditions set ont i.a. in art. 15 and the subséquent steps for 
adoption of an implementing measure. However, a more thorough analysis is needîd, in 
particular given the limited expérience so far with the implementation of the current direitive2. 
As requested in the previous IAB opinion, the IA should assess the criteria stipulated in irt. 15 
and explain whether they can accommodate the extended scope of the Eco-design dûective 
beyond energy-using products, for instance as concems the volume threshold indicatien and 
potential conflicts between the criteria while pursuing the broader policy objective of re< ucing 
négative environmental extemalities. In this context, given the time lag between adoption of the 
directive and development of the implementing measures, the LA should at least consider w lether 
there are crédible alternatives to the extension of the Eco-design directive. 

(2) The IA should further clarify the potential benefits, taking account of existing poli les in 
the baseline. In order to estimate the potential benefits compared to the baseline, the latter i hould 
be properly specified. For instance, in the baseline scénario, the expected impact of the I nergy 
and Climate Change package on improvement of energy efficiency needs to be incorporatei L The 
same goes for other existing policies. Despite having the greatest environmental improv ïment 
potential, option 3 (extension to ail products including cars) is discarded on the groui ds of 
overlap with existing législation. A similar analysis should also be done for products othe r than 
cars, in particular in the light of références in art. 1.4 of the directive to Community legislat on on 
waste, chemicals and on fluorinated green house gases, as well as the requirement contaii led in 
art. 15.2.c . The IA needs to clarify whether and how the prèsented potential for environ! lental 
improvement has been corrected for thèse factors (e.g. table 5), since the study on whi< h the 
findings are based précèdes the adoption of the directive by 2 years. The IA also needs to ( larify 
the différence in costs and benefits between option 1 and 2, as tables 9-41 seem to suggei t that 
thèse are the same for both options. 

(3) Some methodological questions still need to be answered. On page 25 the IA expiai is the 
reasons for applying an environmental threshold of 0.5%. For illustrative purposes, the IA s lould 
analyse other thresholds. It should also explain whether any such threshold will be used when 
developing implementing measures, and if so, how it will be set. The IA report should also < larify 
whether and what thresholds will be used to détermine 'the most significant environmental 
parameters of the product', in particular since they may hâve an impact on administrative costs 
for business (environmental assessments). 

(D) Procédure and présentation 

The LA should be a self-standing document: key assumptions from background studies need to be 
included in the main text when they may hâve a bearing on the final policy choice. Th ï key 
tenns, such as "total environmental impact" and "CO2 abatement savings" should be expl; tined. 

The directive came into force only in 2005, and acoording to the IA. Several countries hâve not yet properly implemented it. î1 o 
implementing measure has been adopted yet. 

For instance détergent textiles and détergent personal care mentioned m table 5 are to large extent covered by the EU chemic il 
législation. Some other processes and products, included in the analysis for a table 7 (p-25, footnote 34) on the basis of the EIPR 3 
database seem to include processes (slaughtering) or products (drugs) also already covered - one way or another- by Communi y 
législation. 



Given that the IA report was submitted to the IAB after the lauqch of inter-service consultation, 
the author service should ensure that other services are given sufficient time to comment on the 
revised version of the IA report. 
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